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PADUCAEle KY.. SUNDAY MORNING MARCH 3,1907

VOL 23 NUMBER 268

PADUCAH SADDLERY COMPANY DECIDE UPON
COUNTY CLERK'S 'LITTLE EVER I BANKRUPITY
CREDITORS WANT RECEIVER CALLING DIVINE WIFE EXPIRED
DEVELOPED COMPROMISES

4 e

R. G.1Treas and Other Stockholders, and the Louisville FIRST CHRISTIAN CONGREgA- MRS. HATTIE HENSON PASSED OFFICER WM. JOHNSON CON- JOHN R. ROBERTS AND MAX
AWAY AT BENTON OF
TION TAKES ACTION
FINED WITH BULLET
JAY MICHELSON WILLING
Lithographing Company and Other Creditors,Filed
TODAY.
TUBERCULOISIS.
WOUND.
TO SETTLE.
Suit Yesterday in Circuit Court Asking for
WELL KNOWN IN THIS CITY
the Appointment of a Receiver.
REV. WELLS MADE FIE
ONE PROFFER ACCEPTED
PART OF SOCK CARRIED
WHERE SHE OFTEN VISITED
IMPRESSION WHEN HERE
INTO THE FLESH
BUT ANOTHER NOT YET
S.

ale

Mr. Trees claims that the firm's
An UI --Amen seems to hover
amount to $32,000, and that if
essets
arninut the leatherworking establishand machines are sold with- MUSICAL SERVICE TONIGHT MRS. EMILY WEST DIED AT MYRA WIHSTER CLAIMS TWO REFEREE BAGBY POSTPONED
stock
the
went"- of this city, a. the Paducah out court litigation there will be only
BENTON AND WAS BURIED
AT FIRST PRESBYTERIAN
MELTON CASE UNTIL
COLORED BOYS GOT HER
• out $2,700 left to reimburse the
YESTERDAY.
Saddlery conapapy of Fourth and Jef- ati
CHURCH.
NEXT WEEK.
DOLLAR.
ferson streets was precipitated into stockholders for the $25,000 capitalilitigation yestcsrday when a suit sees tation.
filed in the circuit court here by Lae The first of this year the assets Presbyterian Sunday School Placed Mrs. J. U. Cooper's Remains Will Be William Schots Charged With Steal- The Referee Intended Announcing
Takeii to Hardin County, Ill.,
That Rehkopf Individual Estate
errs Oliver, Oliver & McGregor in ....ere worth $49,500, and liabilitiess
Handsome Design on Mrs. Camping $60 Cold Cash From Ida
Today for Interment.
Gets the Money.
bell's Grave—Church Matters.
behalf of L. G. Trees and other amounted to $39,000. The company
Chesterfield.
stockholders, and the Louisville vas heavily indebted to the Paducah
Lithographing company and other Bankipg company and Globe Bank
Yestioday afternoon at-one o'clock
creditors, asking that a receiver be ;Ind Trust company, and six weeks
Referee Bagby in the bankrupt court
It is desired that every member of
Officer William Johnson has develappointed to take charge of the busi ago the traveling salesmen were dis- the First Christian church be present the funeral services were held at Ben- oped a slight attack of fever at his yesterday took up the proceedings in
nest and wind up for bend it of the missed. Two weeks ago, at instance today to determine whether or not ton over the remains of the late Mrs. home on Sixth and Harrison, but it the John R. Roberts and Max Jay
Hattie Ilenson, wife of the ;veil
stockholders and creditors. Looking
Michelson cases, and Ed Farley was
of the banks, these two financial in- the congregation shall call Rev. Wells
is nothing serious. The doctors yestowerds designating this receiver atitutions were made trustees for the of Bowling Green to become pastor known county clerk, who passed away terday cut open his right foot which elected by the creditors to take charge
Judge Reed will hear evidence next eaddlcry company by agreement of of the church. He is the versatile the day before. A large concourse was accidentally shot several nights of the Roberts property while thee
attended the last sad assemblage, that
business is being wound up in the
Saturday at the court house.
the interested parties without resort- and able gentleman who delivered was followed with interment at the ago when he dropped his revolver.
court, while Cecil Reed was made
the
laegust
of
one
The concern is
trial
sermons
here
recently,
and
made
The physicians found a large piece trustee of the Michelson case.
nig to the courts. Since then the em'lento* cemetery.
in the state and last year did a Vote,eloyes have been working into fin- a wonderful impression.
years , of his sock in the flesh where it was
twenty-five
Mrs.
lienson
was
In hoth these cases the principals
receipts
annual
business, the
Rev. J. T. Barbee of Owensboro of age and had resided in Marshall carried by the leaden missile.
ished goods the raw material conhave offerred to compromise with
5,: owing to that gradually during the
Heretofore Officers Win. Rogers their creditors. The interested partained in the stock, while the banks will be in the city next Tuesday and county all her life. She contracted
east eight years, the concern being
William Kraus and Mr. will preach at the First Christian tuberculosis last fall and has been and Casper Jones have worked to- ties 'have accepted this proposition is
had
Captain
started during itine.
Lruce M. Maley, experienced leather church at 7:30 O'clock. Everybody is gradually sinking ever since until gether on the tenderloin beat, but as the Roberts case, but it is still pendThe saddlety company is capitalmen,
to make 1 appraisement. They cordially invited to come out and claimed. Friday evening by death. Be- there is no substitute to take Patrol- ing in the Michelson instance.
ised at $25,000, and Alex Kulp. WalJohn R. Roberts is the dry goods
the assets at Woo° and Ha- Lear this divine, who is able and elo- sides iier husband, County Clerk J. N. man Johnson's district while he is
valued
lace Weil, Eddie Clark and Walter
company hes quent. All Cumberland Presbyter- Henson, she is survived by a three- laid up, Officer Jones was yesterday merchant of Broadway
assigned
The
at
$38.,o0o.
le:Wks
the
of
G.° Dyeus own $5,000 each
ians in the city and vicinity are tir- months-old child, her mother, Mrs. filausferred down to the Broadway eeveral months ago, and his creditors
indebtedness
down
its
been
pulling
stock, %slide the remaining is owned
Briensburg, art/ her pattol.
Ahen forced him into bankruptcy. His
very rapidly, but some of the stock- es ntly requested to be present as L. J. Gossett of
by the Ed •P. Noble estate, Former
l debts amount to $5,400, and although
business of importance sill be attend- sister, Mrs. Jessie Utley of Hardin.
advisable
to
select
holders
deemed
it
Sheriff David Reeves of Benton. R.
The deceased was a bright, cheerhis property is appraised at $6,000, it
Her. Dollar Gone.
the receiver, and this is applied for ed in after the sermon.
ful and beloved woman of many
C. Trees of Benton, Charles Bradley,
Clifton Fletcher and Melton Ross, is not believed it will bring more
yesterday.
the
suit
instituted
in
mcr and
. friends who are grief stricken over her
the wholesale eoze:colored boys, were arrested last even- than $3,000 seetten sold. He agreed
Christian Science.
dissolution. She was a devout memlk. Wne Gilbert, the Paducah drug- I The emetrany was started eight
ing
by Officers Hessian and Hill on to pay his creditors thirty cents on
"Man"
will
be
the
subject this ber of the Christian church of Benton.
the $r, and they have accepted, tee
List.. Mr. Kulp is president of the :ears ago by Mr. Kulp, Mr. Charles morning for
worship by the Christian
She had many friends in Paducah, the charge of stealing a dollar from cause they would not get this much
4pany, WI. Eddie Clark vice-pre'- Swender and Mr. John Deeg at Sec- tecieetists at 10:30
Myra
Wihster,
also
colored.
A
crowd
o'clock in 527%
if they went into a prolonged and
ident and Mr. Dycus secretary and end and Kentucky avenue. In a year Broadway. Sunday school at 9:30 often coming here on visits.
of colored. children were going along
costly litigation.
or two Mr. Kulp bought out the othetteesure.
Ninth
and
Trimble streets, and they
this morning and prayer service at
Venerable Lady.
Nlichelson's debts amount to about
Mr. Trees owns $1,cocio stock and ers and took in the late M. Abram e.3o b'clock next
‘Vednesday evenMrs, Emily West died Friday night wanted each other to buy some candy. $10,ocio, while his assets are $8,000. His
files the suit for his own benefit to Weil as partner The company flour- ing.
at Benton and was buried yesterday. A tussle occurred and when the rei- creditors have not yet accepted his
that extent, and then for the benefit tilled, grew to be a mighty commerShe
was eighty years of age and had cree called time Myra was out her offer of compromise.
of others holding $3,000 stock. The cial factor here, and in branching out
'lived
in that city for several years, buck.
First Preibyterian.
litioaraphing company his a small several years ago moved to the Ed
having
moved from Graves county
Hearing Postponed.
'nits
evening
at
7
30
o'clock
a
specaccount and sues for itself sad also P. Noble buildings at Fourth and JefBoard Bill Due..
away of the infirmities in
She
passed
I Referee Bagby had intended going
ial
musical
service
will
be
conducted
stockholders
more
streets,
and
against
ferson
account.
others
holding
for
NV. .3 Forrest last evening got a to La Center next Wednesday to have
at the First Preibyterian church, the cidental to advanced age.
were taken in.
the saddlery company.
creaAare I warrant against Tom Wilson charg- the first meeting of the creditors is
motherly
kind,
S4a
as
a
programme being of a Dudley Buck
•
whose friends included people in ing him with coming to him, and, by the W. D. Melton case, but yestereature, as follows:
every circle. She died at the rcsi- claiming he worked for the Clark day on learning that the newspaper
Organ -- Prelude in F (Dudley
dence of her daughter, Mrs. William tobacco sterner'', getting Forest to down there had not yet published the
•Cuck.)
Reynolds, wife of the prosperous board him. Forest charged Wilson official document notifying the credie
Anthem—Sing Alleluia Forth.
farmer of Benton. Tht only other with attimpting to defraud him out tors at this gathering the referee had
Invocation—Rev. W. E. Cave.
surviving child is Mr. Oliver West, of the bill, but afterwards tried to to postpone until March re the date
e Hymn 196—All Hail the rower— also of that city.
get Lieutenant Potter to tear up the for the season. The creditors at
Congregation.
gathering
will
name
the
warrant,
claiming Wilson had settled. this
Quartette—My Faith Looks Up to
Died of Consumption.
prophave
charge
of
the
trustee
to
The
lieutenant
told
him he would
Thee.
After lingering many months with
erty while the business is being wound
Soprano solo—Oh, Savior of the consumption, Mrs. J. U. Cooper sue- have to wait and see the judge, who up.
FOR
SEADOPTED
MODE
THIS
MR. GOODMAN
LEFT
WM.
is the only one empowered to dispose
World—Mrs. Lewis.
ctmlbed yesterday morning at 8
LECTING PARTY NOMINEE
CHURCH IN CHARGE OP
of warrants.
residence
in
3oo
AshScripture
o'clock
at
their
Reading—Rev.
W.
E.
Referee Slightly Erred.
BARBER SHOP.
FOR LEGISLATURE
•
Cave.
brook avenue. The remains will be
Ec,orti Bagby Friday stated he had
Coal
House
Tells
Tale.
taken to Hardin county, Ill., today
Anthem—The Lord is King.
awarded to the E. Rehkopf firm the
Mr. Van 0 Burnett, the clothier,
and buried in the Soward cemetery.
Quartette—Lead Kindly Light
$1,300 contested money received from
beard
a
burglar
in
Committee
the
coal
silllMrsting Yesterday the Proprietor The County Democratic
house New Orleans parties who bought
Mrs. Cooper was twenty-one years
Offertory—Virgin's Song — (Masnd Church Gone, and Also
Yesterday Decided to Hold the
of age and wife of the )afechanicsbuog Friday night, and from h'is residence goods from the house. Yesterday the
senet)—Mr. Skelton.
Many Fine Supplies.
Gathering March 30
Baritone solo—Fear Ye Not, Oh grocer, to whom she was married two window began firing with his pistol. referee informed The Register that he
years ago. She was born in Ohio The negro escaped, but the coal intended annotuicing that the money
Israel—Mr. McMillan.
still stands, the side looking went to E. Rehkopf personally, as this
county
and made warm and beloved
Duett—Be of Good Comfort—Mrs.
friends. Beside her husband she left like a flour sifter, perforated it Is.
Mr. W. T. Goodman, the barber of
was hie decision. The creditors of
At 2 o'clock the afternoon of Sat- Moequot and Mr. Chastener.
daughter, one brother, three
'Mechanicsburg, on returning yester- urday, March 3o, the democrats of the
Mr. Rehkopf individually will get
Scripture reading — Rev. W. E. ' an infant
sisters, and her parent;, who are Mr.
Ferguson Still Non Est.
from a two weeks' trip to Nash- city and county will hold a mass con- Cave.
benefit of the money, instead of the
and Mrs. G. D. Brown.
Stonewall Fiergisson continues at partie4 the firm owes.
Atte. and other points, found the e:I:ion at the county court home for
•
Quartette—Crossing the Bar.
large. It is one week this evening
young fellow he left in charge of his purpose of selecting the party nomiSoprano solo—One Sweetly Solemn
Pneumonia Produced Death.
since he stabbed Gus Morris to death BIG BONUS TO INDIAN BABY
411aseesb1ietenent had about put the nee for the position of representaThought—Miss Bradshaw.
John Weatherington died Fri- at Eighth and Campbell streets
place "on the hummer" and then dis- tive from this county to the state legAnthem—The Strain Upraise, Al- day night of pneumonia and was
appeared. At the same time there
Lena Glenn, 3 Years Old, Gets $43.000
islature. This time and manner of lelnia.
buried at 3 o'clock yesterday afteralso disappeared three fine razors,
for an Oil Lease.
Charged
With
Theft.
selecting was decided on yesterday
Benediction—Rev. W. E. Cave.
noon et Oak Grove cemetery, followmany bars of fine soap, some towels
The
police
arc
looking
for
William
Organ—Triumphal March—(Dud- ing services conducted at the resi- Schotz who ie
end other articles used in barber afternoon at 2 o'clock when a meetHuskogee. I. T., March 2.—The
charged with robbing
ing was held for this purpose by the Icy Buck.)
dence, 339 George street.
shops.
Ida Chesterfield of $G() in money. The biggest bonus ever givenefos, an oil
The choir is composed of the folHe was twenty-seven years of age charge was lodged
Mr. Goodman on departing for his ccunty democratic committee at the
several days ago, lease in the mid-continent field was
lowing:
Soprano, Mrs. l'siocquot, and employed at the mills of that but the
pleasure trip left William Church to county court house.
police have failed to appre- paid here by George W. Barnes & Co.,
There were nineteen out of the Mrs. Lewis, Miss Bradshaw, Miss vicinity. He was single ard besides
run the establishment. Church came
to Lena Glenn, a 3-year-old Indian
hend
the
accused.
here about one month since and took thirty-five romnfitteemen represented Sanders, Miss Niehaus; altos, Mrs. his mother, left four brothers and
girl, for twenty acres of land, the
a position with
the
proprietor.' yesterday at the meeting, and *hey W. C. Gray, Mrs. Hart; tenors, Mr, a sister.
compensation being $43,000. The lease
Horse
Little
Too
Swift.
He had resided here about sevee.
He is about twenty:five years of spent about half an hour discussiqg •Chastaine, Mr. Mall, MY. Polk; bass,
A. Pollock, the jeweler of Broad- was sold through the courts.
age and claimed Huntingdon, West natters. Messrs. Eugene Graves and Mr. Bagby, Mr. Ferguson, Mr. Mac- year,. coming from Pope county, ni.
In addition. to the bonus the girl
way, let his horse go faster on the
Virginia as his home, asserting that James McKinney. two of the candi- Millen. Organist, Miss Brazelton.
will
receive a royalty of to per cent.
streets than allowed by law, and the
TRAIN HOURS LATE.
he had a wife and other relatives dates, favored the convention as the
of all oil produced on the land. The
police yteterday issued a warrant
there.
land was evidently considered a prize
means of choosing the party nominee
Beautiful Design.
ageinst him.
Passenger
Prevented
Freight Wreck
Mr. Goodman got back yesterday on account of it relieving the aspirtract by the oil men, for a, many as
very beautiful floral design was
From Arriving Here Last Evreafternon and found diet last Thurs- ents of the $5oo cost they would have taken
a half a dozen stayed in until the
yesterday to Oak Grove ceme...Gambling Warrant.
ening on Time.
day Church had locked the shop te incur if a primary' was held. Mr. tery and
bidding had passed the $20,000 mark.
placed upon the grave of
Tomorrow is the time for trial in The last bid before the one which
tight, put the key in 'his pocket and John Skelton, who claims he will run Mrs. Birdie
Fowler Campbell, who
The passenger train due here last the police court of the warrant charg- sold the lease was $42,500.
then left for parts unknown to the elen for the nomination, favored the died and. was
buried there several
ceeteing
at 64e5 o'clock from Louis- ing Charles Slaughter and Judge
„ooettfoprietor, who does not care for'
There are no oil wells on the land,
,ornery and ,was opposed to the con- weeks ago. The handsome design was
Beasley with operating the gambling but it is surrounded by wells which
railroad
the barber, but would like to have vention plan.
Central
ville
over
the
Illinois
sent to the grave by the Sunday
den raided on the third floor above pay Lsoci barrels a day. The tract
his fine supplies.
The democratic nominee chosen at school of the First Presbyterian did not get her until nearly to
Mr. Goodman suspects the young the convention will be pitted against church, it being in recognition of o'clock, being delayed several hours Frank Just's barber shop on North adjoins that on which Bob Galbraith
Totrrith street. It is doubtful, though, drill the first well to be put down in
fellow .skipped out for Louisville, the republean nominee at the general her
personality, and also the good on account of a freight wreck just If the hearing will
be secured, as it the Glenn pool.
but is not setre.s
was
Louisville.
The
track
outside
of
election next November, and whoever work she accomplished by instructing
looks
like
all
the
witnesses have
the people select at the polls will rep- one of the classes of the Sunday blockaded to all traffic for that per
skipped out, several continuances TOILER HEIR TO $3o,000 OF
Sulphuric acid in the water of Ma- resent this city and county in the school during life.
having already been given on account
GRANDSIRE MAD ao YEARS
honing Creek, Pa., has been puteing legislature for the ensuing four years,
of non-attendance of the witnesses.
here
The
Georgia
Lee
should
get
the -locomotives of the Buffalo, commencing the first of next JanuTemple Israel.
Workingman Inherits Fortune AcRochester & Pittsburg Coal and Iron ary.
Rabbi Lovitch has returned from today bound down for Memphis ft om
cumulated By Veteran While
Municipal
Railway.
Cincinnati.
company out of commission recently.
Cincinnati, and this morning at it
Insane.
Consul Albert Halstead writes that
o'clock preaches at Temple Israel on
the
English
city
of
Birmingham
is
A'consignment of extraordinary fine Largest of all animals that ever "Hamon's Tribe."
Mrs J. J. Young, of Bernheim avenue. securing control of the street car sysBryan, 0., March 2.—Wilhant \\ in'hiamonele has reached London from a lived on this planet is the great sultems
zler,
a working man, hairfallcii sole
there.
Early
in
January
the
new mine in the Orange river colony. phur-bottom whale of the Pacific
Horne Mission Society.
Ramsey Society.
municipality instituted electric trac- heir to a $3o,ocoo estate accumulated
The mine in question is called tibe ocean. One specimen whiclh was
The Woman's Home Mission soThe Ramsey society will meet to- tion covering eighty miles of track- by his grandfather, Henry Winzler,
•Sobert'Victor. and is situated at measured was 95 feet in length ..and ciety of the Trimble
street Methodist morrow afternoon at 3 o'clock at the age. The receipts for the first five who has just died at Wabash, Ind.
floshoff, a few miles across the bor- 35 feet in girth. It's estimated weight church will meet at 2:so
o'clock to- Broadway Methodist church. All mem days were $z9,466 from a daily aver- The aged man became insane followder from -Kimberley.
was 294,000 pounds.
morrow afternoon at the residence of hers are requested to be present.
age of 20,000 passengers,
ing his discharge In the civil war.
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rangements of white carnations and
potted plants of ferns and palms.
Punch was served from a huge bowl
centering the table and surrounded
by beautiful flowers and plants.
The hours were from 3:30 to 4:30
o'clock, and dainty refreshments dispensed, those assisting to receive the
large number ia attendance being:
Mrs. Harry Johnson, assistant
grand matron of the state, of this
city, Mrs. Anna Wright, grand worthy inatron of Esther chapter, Mrs.
Giueons assistant grand' matron of the
local chapter; Mr. Edgar Whittemore
worthy patron of the chapter, Mesdames Eugenia Lewis Keller. C.
Cihamblin, I. 0. Walker and Charles
Holliday.
Mrs. Terry is of Clarkton, Ky., and
inspected the local chapter while
t.ere, finding it one of the best in the
state. Wednesday, after being accorded an automobile tour over the
city, s,bc left for Greenville to inspect
that city's lodge before continuing
her journey to the diffeernt subordinate bodies over the 4itate.

S

NE
Embroideries, Laces,
Wash Goods

the West Tennessee street Methodist
Matron Well Known Here.
Last Sunday's Courier-Journal of church were hostesses for a very large
Louisville spoke as follows regarding assemblage, drawn out by the attractMrs. James \V. Williamson, sister of ive musical and literary programme
Mrs. M. B. Nash, Sr., of North Ninth rendered, many interesting features
existing. Following these numbers
street, this city:
"Mrs. James W. Williamson has Rev. G..W. Banks, of the Trimble
been elected regent of the St. Louis street Methodist church, delivered his
Chapter D. A. R., of St. Louis, and famous lecture, "Horseback Through
will preside for the first time on Palestine," and in this manner carried
Thursday, February 28. Mrs. Wil- the audience over the instructive
liamson was Miss Maria Washington route ;-ursued by himself when he
Powell, of Louisville, a daughter of spent many months in that foreign
one of Louisville's leading physicians, land several years ago.
The Church Furnishing society of
the late Dr. Llewellyn Powell; and
has many relatives in Louisville and the First Christian church entertained
throughont Kentucky. She is a sic- many friends Friday evening at the
ter of Mrs. Maurice B. Nash, of Pa- lecture room, a fine programme of
daucah, the present vice state regent, engaging features supplying several
D. A. R. of Kentucky. an aunt of hours' happy diversion.
The ladies of the Third street MethMs. John J. Saunders and Mr.
Maurice Nash, of this city, and of odist church will the coming Friday The Woman's Club.
A very interesting and attractive
Mrs. Thomas Caruthers, an officer of evening repeat at the Broadway Meththe Newport. Chapter. The Powell odist church the elabbrate musical session was held by the Art Departhome was on Fourth avenue, between and literary entertainment given ten mem of the Womna's club yesterChestnut and Broadway, and was the nights ago with such grand success at day with Miss Alice Compton at the
scene of many brilliant entertain- the Third street church. The approach rstsidenee of Mrs. Elbridge Palmer of
ments, Mrs. Williamson is a descend- iug even' is for benefit of the Home, West Clark street. Roman and Greek
ant of a sister of George Washington, Mission societies of the Broadway and architecture furnished an excellent
and numerous and valuable Wash- Trimbls street Mlethodist churches, it theme for discussion by the ladies,
ington heirlooms are owned by her being at their reqyest that the Third who spent several beneficial and enand her family. The St. Louis Chap- street 'tactics repeat the affair.
tertaining hours at this.
ter is one of the largest in the orThis department has charge of the
ganization, having a membership of The Kalesophic Club.
open meeting by the club next Thurs465. The John Marshall Chapter
Miss Kathleen Whitelield,the March day afternoon at the
Grace church
Louisville, voted unanimously to send hostess for the Kalesophic club, en- parish house,
at which time the busi•
1,Villiamson a letter of congratu- tertained the ladies of their literary ness
features come up at a o'clock,
latine sad f4owers on the day she as- organization Friday morning at her
this new hour being established perslimes her office."
residence on Seventh and Kentucky
tit:needy for the business part. Nliss
avenue, and a very fine session was An
Webb, chairman of the art
Cards and Luncheon.
conducted.
bcdy,
presides
during rendition of the
Very happily was Tuesday evening
Mrs. Edward Bringhurst discussed
spent by a party of ooung, people as Current Topics, while Miss Elizabeth fine programme arranged, the chairguests of Mrs. t. F. Akers of 735 Sinnott in her engaging manner en- man "resenting "Madonna Ill Art" descent 1t
11.(/
hi.11, the
home-cotning fiends,
tots church.
Goebel avenue. Mrs. Akers enters lightened those present regarding while "The Saint and Angel In Art" of the hero came like vivid pictures
Rev. Cavium M Thompson officiMiss Vance's guests were
will
be
Me.
snetcheil by Miss Compton. before
taming at cards and with a tempting "Victor Ilugo as a Dramatist." and
the mind. Professor Clark
luncheon in honor of Misses Minnie she also dwelt on "Mary Tudor." "Angel. Sweetly Sing" is the vocal easily lifts his hearers to enthusiasm ates, .while the ushers will be Mr. and Mrs. 3. M. Walton, Mr. and Mrs.
Frank 11. Hecker of St Louis and John tiebout. Mr. and Mrs. IL K.
and Ethel Coleman of
Carn
eyat
May- Miss carlyne Staten had papers on solo by Miss Julia Scott, while the for the highest things in literature.
Messrs, Eocene Richardson, W. W. [Attn. Misses Cora Holland, Orotiier
vocal
field.
number
by
Mrs
will
be
"Camille" and "Alexander Dumas-Rogers,
Durward Sutton, J. F. Rog- tcnce Thurman, Ella Bryan, Ella
Ds
aid Flournoy, taken from Ca‘a.I
In the party were: Misses Lillian Dumas the Younger."
Evening at Flinch.
•
ers
and
I'.
E. Stutz. Immediately al- Patterson, Cora Richardson. kiisseit
Dicke', Helen Midger, Susan Meincria
a
subjects
Following the excellent
Rusticanna "Ave Maria."
The engaging game of flinch furn- ter the ceremony the
tire. Mae MkIntosh, Cynthia Rawlin- general discussion prolonged the
coide leaves for Barksdale, Mat tie Beard, Charlotte
ished enjoyment for a party of friends a western
Initial tour, areiveng at Corby, Katie Richardson, Mrs. Rash;
son, Ella Harper. Ethel Coleman, Min happy moments by many.
1 D. A. R. Meeting.
who
were
delightfullly
entertained
nie Carney, Zora Warford, and Messrs
Miss Whitefield is hostess for the
The attendance was large and in- ialcdnesday evening by Miss Irene thir future home in San Bernadio Messrs. John Hardy, W. T. Hardy,
E. s nd J. W; Coleman, Thomas coming Friday's cession.
, W. W. Rogers, J. M. Hagan, J. Ill,
ttrt st deep and enthusiastic at the McKinney and Mr. Clifton Senter of about the middle of this month.
Clark. Carlos Gillman, Horace StewA traveling gown of dark blue with Miller, Moore Sutton, Charles Rich'.'ion Friday afternoon of the Arcadia; Dining the gathering a bean
art.
B. Winters, Hazel Dicke, Bar- Annual Dance for Children.
Darghtera of the American Revolu- contest was given and the gift went 41.-.scs and hat to match will be worn ardson. Thompson, Charles Ackerney It. Akers, M. L. Hurley, Crenby the bride, who carries orange bliss- man, Russell long, Oscar Jones and
Temple Israel tendered the Sunday lion with Mrs. Dr. D. G.
Murrell of to M. Allie Starr.
shaw Russell, Thomas Akers. Louis school students of that congregation
.! E. Roger"
Light refreshments were indulged satus front C.alifornia.
Osoadway. Mrs. W.
wife
Bolling.
'McIntosh, Joshua McIntosh.
I their arnual ball Thursday evening a: of the able
The taleneted bride is one of Pain.
divine,
Methodist
was
a
The Standard club rooms, it being gaeat
thicah's most cultured and foremost
Tea Kinks That Shag,
of honor of the ladies present.
Box Pare. and Luncheon.
celebrative of the Feast of Purim,
young ladies, blessed with vivacity
The Japanese, who know so well
Card Entertainment
Current
of
revolutionary
topic
. Ait"s Alice Dins,' and Mr. David which is always recognized with this events were the
Several happy hours siert passed in and attractiveness that wins the ad how to add little unexpected attracresponses in answerAudrada, of "The Vanderbilt Cur form of indulgence for the happy little
an animated card game by many mi:ation and friendship of all. Iler tion to everyday life, manufacture, in
roll
call.
ing
while
affibates
five
new
company. at The Kentucky Tuesday folks, who were out in large numbers.
friends who gathered Friday evening manner is of a charming nature, while a great variety of forms, iron teaketevening delighted the large audience
The I.andsome club rooms were ;ere added to the membership roll, as guests of Miss Ruth Benson of hers is a
personality of sweetness tles which break into song when the
Mrs.
David
I..
VanCulin. Mrs. Kitty
by sinning "Mister Star" and "When." daintily arranged with plants, strings
Tennessee
Fifth
and
streets.
Enjoyand
beautiful
traits. She is the eldest water boils The song may not be
Oa. Mrs. James .1ldwin.
1
two ai the most recent compositions of popcorn, flowers and flags, while
Mrs.
was
occasion
!tient
the
added
to
by
daughter
of
Mr
and Mrs. F.. B. Rich- very perfect melody, hut it is perhaps
Loke
Russell and Miss Anne Slic-rill
of Paducah's talented young artist. I the souvenir of the evening was the
as agreeable as the notes produced by
the many dainty delicacies served.
a7tlson
of
South
Third street.
Mr .Herbert Wallerstein. Compli- presentation to each child of a large
some
of the insects which she JapaMr. Jones 14 a former Pathicaltan
i , litary to the occasion the composer basket well tilled with fine candies.
The chapter ladies are ansiu, to
nese
also
treasures fi,r their music.
Immense Crcwd Out.
s.
h.,
stands
well eserywhere. hciuig
entertained a party of friends with a Additional attraction was lent the gay establish public drinking fount tins
The Heta I Clerks union tia‘e the the son of the late E. 11. Jones, dur- 'The harmonious sounds of the teathe
within
box party, those
railing occasion by the fancy costuming of ober the city, and the ladies selested !irst
kettles are prosluced by steam bubbles
of its annual balls 'Dumbly tag life Circuit clerk for
this section. escapinr from
being Miss Carrie Weil. of Cleveland. the children, the characters represent- Niro Claude Russell, Mrs. C. H.
beneath thin sheets of
evening at the Eagles' hall and an un- The groom
was connected nith the iron fastened close
0.; Misses Lula Reed, Olga List, and ed being catchy and appropriale. Kiss thamblin and Dr. Delia Caldwell 24
together nearly At
usually large crowd was present in - American-Germ
Afseasrs. Mklvium Wallerstein, J. K Rosa Klein was awarded the prize for .1 Committee to confer with the sity
an National bank of the lYit torn of the
kettles. To produlging in the happy Nuttiest until
tee.
Hughes and Herbert Wallerstein.
costume,
city
until
she toigineer and board of public works.
six years ago when duce the best effects some
the most impressive
a late hoer. The clerks will repent
is reThe renditions received the deserved depicting a "Violet Girl," while as to which public officials the gent ral
• hi: health compelled hint to go west. (mired in regulating the
fire. The
thcir balls each year hereafter.
niation from the appreciative audi- a crippled Italian organ grinder Mac- council has referred the ladies' petitIle is now associated with his brother, charactet of the sounds varies with
ence, and following the performance tee Joseph Rosenthal easily lead all ion for the fountains. This
Mr harry Jones, in the photographic the form of the kettle Those singing
confer- Matinee Musical Club.
•
Mr. and Mrs. Jacob Walkostein en- others for the boys' trophy.
'reply
business at San nem:alio,, kettles bate been used for many cm.
ence will develop the desired locaoutline
for
attractive
the
N24
V ery
tertaincd at luncheon in their resiAs representativea of the 'Gold tons, character of fountains, and the meeting of the Matinee Mbsical And is doing nail.
is
unusually tunics —Youth's Companion.
dence on North Fourth street in Dust Twins" Masters Janies Morris
gneunmi:dc.randsi7
hig iicable
:Otis probable cost.
Wednesday afternoon' at
club
honor of Misa Dovey. Mr. •Andrada Friedman and William I. Levy capnumbs
friends
Conversed°. Scbools.
The ladies during their session also church parish house, Mrs. J. Victor
and Manager W. H. Pickens, of the tured the prize for the best couple
What this country of onto need. toVoris being the leader for the oc- 'con in ea cry quartsdevoted
much
time
discusing
to
the
troupe. Green and white Were the Garbed in black tights, with white
day al mg with several hund-ed thouapproaching Flower Carnival that casion.
color decorations for the. six course pleated ruffle, a till coffee pot on the
sand
'tiler things, is a richly endowed
ni
Musicians
NaWandering
"The
Crescendo Club.
service. The center-piece for the fes- head of one and dish pan on head of mill be given this month under tlusir
system of institutions for training the
tions" were told of by Mrs. Hubbard
Miss
Virginia
Newell
of
North
doection,
Sevthe
receipts
from
which
go
tal board was a beautiful arrangement other, they were walking images of
so the big fountain they are to erect Weill, while Mrs. Edwin A. Rivers enth street will entertain The Cres- conversational powers. Mr. Carnegie
of ferns ana u'hite carnations, which the cartooned twins.
sketched different artists of this call- cendo club Thursday afternoon at 4:-; is giving a*ay libraries by the score
color continued through the elaborate
Dansing and other amusements sup- in the postoffice yard.
to train the people how to read and
ing.
Beautiful musical numbers were o'clock at her studio in "The lne "
The literary features were very atmenu.
plied se%eral hours' halm) diversion
think. Who will come forward amt
rendered
Mesdames
George
B.
by
tractive to Mrs. Mairrell's guests,
Thc guests were. Mr. and. Mrs for the sixty little ones present.
found a chain of schools to teach
Hart. David M. Flournoy, Lelia Wade The Philathea Club.
"Historical Events of March" being
Jacob NVallerstcin, Dr. and Mrs. VicLewis, James Weille; Misses Adah
The Philathea club members
.1 men ant: women how to talk' We
spoken of by Mrs. C. H. Chamblin,
tor Voris, Miss Carrie Weil. of Cleve- Daughters of Confederacy.
Brazelton. Anne Bradshaw. Mayme number of others were entertained are in a bad 'way in these United
land, O.; Misses Ethel • Brooks, Lula
The Daughters of the Confederacy while Mrs, Hubbard Wells presented Dryfuss, Julia Scott, and Messrs.
handsomely Friday evening by Miss States of Ours, a sad way, in tire matReed, Olga List. Alice Dewey; Messrs will meet Tuesday afternoon at 230 paper on "Three Societies—Daughters
Richard Scott And Edward Skelton.
ubyc Vance of West Jefferson ter of cur daily discourse. What wit"'
David Andrada. W. If. Pickens, Eddie o'clock with Miss Adine )(Lorton at of the American Revolution. Daughour profanity and our exaggerations,
Mrs. D. G. Murrell and Miss Vir- street. complimentary
to one of the
Bald and Arthur Hoyt, of the "Van. her home, 612 Broadway. There will tcrs of the Revolution and The Colo- ginia Newell will be leaders for the
r weather drivel and our persona/
popular members. Miss Katie Rich.
nerbilt Cup" company; E. J. Paxton, be a free-will offering and all mem- nial Dames."
health bulletins, our banalities and
club meeting the coming Wednesday
ardson.
who
will
be
married Tuesday our brutalities Wee need a
J. K. Hughes, Lee Levy, Milton Wal- bers are urged to be present.
Mrs. George, R. hart and Mrs. afternoon, at which time the member&
doctor to
lerstein, Melvin Wallerstein, Herbert
Murrell presented sonic beautiful will study Sainte-Seans and Berlioz, to Mr. Oscar Jones of San Bernadino, treat our tongues for their ceaseless,
Cal. It was an unusually delightful pointless. fruitless wagginir Who
Wallerstein.
Delphic Club.
nosaical numbers, that were followed the French composers of note.
sffair in the nature of a linen shower..etialities'—Washington Star
-The Expulsion of the Moriscoes" with a luncheon, the delicious strawHappy Surprise Party.
lime home was artistically decoratwas the subject of a fine paper pre- berries for which were brought last Party for Young Folks.
Lame- and refreshments were sewed by Mrs. W. W. Powell TuesM
week from Louisiana by the hostess
were ed. potted plants and flowers being
folks
young
of
crowd
jolly
A
in evidence amply sufficient for a day morning at site Delphic club
while visiting the plantation her hus- entertained Friday evening by Mr. and tatEzcd, while in the dinig hall was
happy time Tueaday evening when 3 meeting, while Mrs. Frank L. Scott
band owns there.
Mrs. Edward Varble of 821 South stretched a line to which was pinned
number of friends tendered a stirJuan of Australia."
--e_.
Sixth street, complimentary to their lincn articles the guests made presreported ::Don
Prise PS-rty to Mr. Allison Watts, of I "Aronjuiez
was told of by Mrs. Professor S. H. Clark.
Miss Sadie Adolph of Jeffer- ents of to the prospective bride and
cousin,
1249 West Trimble street. Those
"Corodva" by
sonville.
Ind., and also in honor of bridegroom, who collected their gifts
Uniof
the
Professor
Clark
S.
H.
Wall3"'
-there were: 'Asses Ida Sexton, \fa. George
Miss Kathleen Whitefield. and ''The versity of Chicago, delivers a reading the &hut of Miss Nellie Adolph Kct- from the hue in a basket.
jes.
bel Epperheimer, Mayme Heath,
The punch bowl centering the dinMrs. D. A. here March 2o, at The Kentucky tin- tier, the attractive' ,laughter of Mr.
eie Gott. Leona Miles, Ruth Gott, j sN!`'sgne of Cordova" by
ing
table was embanked with ferns.
South
of
Kettler
Henry
Mrs.
and
3eiser.
der auspices of The Woman's club,
Maydie Watts, Beasie Lou Watts;
while
the pink and white color hue
literary
Sixth.
the
Tuesday
coming
The
following
he
goes
the
clay
to
and
Messrs. Frank. Beadles, George Me- j
Bas
Master
and
Potts
W.
C.
prevailed
Mrs.
through the refreshments,
as
with
dispensed
be
will
ptogramme
Isreal
Louisville to speak at Adas
Fadden. Will Earraw. Omer Hall,
contest the individual cakes being iced in
peanut
the
captured
Crockett
ladies,
the
before
business
head
is
of
much
at
the
:
temple.
Clark
is
Mr.
woos,
Allison
also
Hardison
Manly
consisting of the election of offieers- the department of public speaking for gifts, while Miss Myrtle Kotler and vditte with pink initials of the bride
and outlining the coming year's work the Chicago institution, and is prin- Master Carl Morgan took the con- and groom. The punch bowl was preSurprise Tacky Party.
cipal of the Chautauqua School of Ex- solation prizes. During the evening sided over by 'Miss Cora Richard'
A crowd of friends swooped down and study.
pression at Chautauqua,- New York. light refreshments of many dainties asto
upon Miss Henrietta Earnhardt, oi
He has a national reputation as reader were served.
'Very laughable was the e'tritest
South ixth street, 'fitesday evening Reception for Bride.
Those there were: Misses Phenie
:-hich each of the guests drew one
•.aers. Rosa. Loeb of Filth and and. lecturer, and is perhaps best
and tendered her a styprise tacky
Crockett, Retta Wagner, Ethel Aker, of the cast-off ankles of the bride,
party, at which the iinique costumes Broadway has issued invitations for known as the author of "Hots- To
Public Florence and Clara Senser, Myrtle such Rs worn-out cuffs, belts, hair
The
worn were indeed catchy. Miss Mar- a ieception from 3 until 5 o'clock to- Teach Reading In
Schools"
and
"The
of
Handbook
Best Kettler, Sadie Adolph, Ethel Varble, oinO etc. These things were wrapped
guerits Lareau and Mr. Lexie Grief morrow afternoon at her handsome
Nellie Adolph Kettler,; Masters Ray
captured the prizes for the tackiest re,idenee, complimentary
her Readings."
to
Harry Morgan, Carl Mor- in bundles. numbered, and then slips
Crockett.
says
Times
Shrevesport
The
(La.)
garbs. Thos' there were: Misses &lighter-in-law, Mrs. Sydney Loch,
AGENCY FOR
gan, Robert Potts, Walter Foster, of paper with numbers thereon disof him;
Madge Greif, Marguerite 'Leveans
tributed among the guests. Each rewho, with the groom, has returned
Varhle,
Walter
Lockwood,
Charlie
lit the evening-Mr. Clark read the
iette Pace, Ellen Mansfield. Merne fraan their extended eastern bridal
ceived the bundle containing the num"Ulysses" of Stephen Phillips with Clifton Varble, Mr. and Mrs. W. C.
Nichols, Ida Dean Trainer, Henrietta
ber corresponding with the figere on
tour.
Kettler
Henry
Mrs.
Ma-.
and
Potts,
such accurate understanding such
Earnhardt; Messrs. Joseph Pace, Lethe paper slip. Each bundle held a
thorough impersonation, such exquis- and Mrs. J. F. Adolph. of Jeffersonzie Geif, Hal Earnhardt. Louis Lewritten sentiment showing why the STATIONARY, PORTABLE AND
Reception for Worthy Matron.
Incl.
ville,
ite appreciation that the changing
veau. 8erbert . Elio= and William
bride thought the article drawn was
Mrs. Sarah Terry, worthy matron scenes and various characters were
MARINE
"Hotchkiss.
ENGINES,
PUMPS,.
appropriate to the one securing it.
1 of Kentucky for the order of the East-. brought into clear view, without the RicKardson-Jones Nuptials.
morning
A handsome bracelet with "The SCALES, WIND-MILLS, ETC.
At 10:30 o'clock Tuesday
:ern Star, was honored with a recep- aid of stage and scenic devices. TalEvents at Churches.
church occurs the Fhilathea Club" engeuved thereon
Two of the most attractive events ' tion Tuesday afternoon at the Fra- ented cast and artistic setting could at the First Baptist
preacnted the charming bride
of .the season were church entertain- ternity building lodge room by the not have made this modern dramatiza- wedding of Miss Katie Richardson of W.
ments of the paat week, while an- members of the Padocals chapter. lion of the old Greek tragedy more this city and Mr. Oscar B. Jones of by the orga.nization, which consists
other clirming one occurs this week.. Fur the occasion the assembly room real to his audiences. The launching San Bernadino, Cal., and it will be of members of Mr. Harry K.
Lukens'iPbones:
Isailt Thursday evening the ladies of lool.ed beautiful _with its artistic ar- forth nom the enchanted isle, the an attractive affair attended by many Sunday school class of the First Bap-
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Blew's Pharmacy
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These are RED GUM COUGH SYRUP,a cure when others
fail, and BLEW'S STOMACH TABLETS, the cure for indigestion. Both conform to Uncle Sam's Pure Food & Drug Act
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Makes Two Special Remedies
WHIC 1 ARE DISPENSED UPON ABSOLUTE GUARANTEE WHEREVER SOLD

SOLD IN
PADuCAH Btr

LANG BROTHERS

vinniewassimemeammullliallWessules.
.1••••
,

GRAND JURY SWORN IN
TOMORROW BY JUDGE

S

OF
Mattil Efingeres Co.
THE WRECKS 136 Undertakers and Embalmers.

•
• THE TRIBULATION
!'CAUSES
•
OF MRS. TOOTERS. *
•
****************4*********
(By Rev. Thomas B. Gregory.)
Introduced, courted, wed, slashed
B. TrEIRD SFREET:
PADUCAH, KY
with razor, divorced, all within thirJUDGE REED IS ALLOWED TH REE WEEKS FOR THE MAR- teen
days! Such is the rapid transit
INDIANA RAILROAD COMMISSHALL COUNTY CIRCUIT, BUT GENERALLY DISPATCHES experience of a young Cleveland
girl
SION DIVIDES THE RETHINGS IN ABOUT TEN DAYS—MOTION OVERRULED FOR who during her brief matrimonial caSPONSIBILITY.
NEW TRIAL OF THE SUIT OF DR. J. T. REDDICK AGAINST reer, bore the somewhat musical
SOL C. VAUGHAN AND HIS THREE DAUGHTERS — JUDGE name that appears at the head of this
COURT TOMOR- article.
LIGHTFOOT OPENS THE QUARTERLY
ROW MORNING IN MONTHLY SESSION—ELBERT STEPHThe man who is brutal cnought to Recommends Employment of No
Telegraph Operators Under at
ENSON GOES TO GRAND JURY FOR INVESTIGATION.
slash his wife with a razor is certainYears of Age.
ly far from being an ideal husband,
and in getting rid of such a 'husband
The three weeks term ut circuit rations property on Kentucky avenue Mts. 'rooters is to be heartily congratulated but many will feel that the
Indianapolis, Ind., Match 2.—The
*court will be opened tomorrow morn- near Third street.
judge in rebuking the young woman state railroad commission in its
Nannie
transferred
H.
A.
Hamby
to
ing at Benton by Judge William
for marrying in such haste did just official report to the legislature cm
I.. Garner for $1,3oo property in the
what he ought to have done.
Reed
Ile empanels the grand jury O'BrAin addition to the city.
the recent wrecks at Woodville and
Mrs. Tooters will doubtless 'have Fowler and the explosion of a car of
tumors-ow, delivers has charge to
The clerk issued marriage license
them and then returns here. He to M. H. Moody and Nellie Mitchell. learned by this time what she evi- powder at Sandford, which destroyed
dently did not know before—that get- a Big Four passenger train, filed late
goes back Tuesday and swears Ifl
— —
ting married is a real serious thing.
today scores railroad employes for
the petit jury winch immediately
Perusut Case Deferred.
It is too bad that tens of thousands disregarding the rules, asks that railtake.; up trial .sf the different mat Judge Reed did not take up yes- of other young people cannot make road companies
require a mo-- thorNis before it. The judge is allowed tesday the injuction suit of the up their minds that marriage is per- ough
knowledge
of the rules on the
BIGGEST AND OLDEST IN WORLD
elirce weeks in which to hear the Southern Peanut company against haps the most important and thc part
of employes and recommends a
en eeeeeial and cisii litigation on the Jndge Cross, as intended. The hear- most solemn thing in the world.
law compelling railroads with an andocket, but it never takes him over ing was postponed because of the
A wise marriage comes about as nual gross income of Loop or more
led days to complete the work. when absence from the city of Hon. Hal near being felicitous as anything on per mile to install an improved block
che comes home and enjoys a vacation S. Corbett, one of the lawyers in the this mundasie sphere, and if any- system. It is also recommended that
until the first Monday of April, uhen pr,iceeding.
where on earth there is anything that no telegraph operators less than 21
the criminal court opens here
is uglier or more miserable than an years of age be employed and that
unwise marriage I know not where to railroads cease to accede to the reckUnited States Court
Divorce Wanted.
less demand of the traveling public
Elbert M Stephenson is locked in look for it.
Lord Bacon declared that he who for greater speed.
Thomas Walls filed a suit for di the county jail on failing to give bond
vnrse in the Paducah circuit. court for $yoo, that being the sum under marries "gives hostages to fortune."
:.esterday against his wife, Eddie which he was held over to the federal The noble lord might well.have made
Enginers Held Responsible.
The responsibility for the Baltimore
Walls. They were married in this court grand jury on being arraigned it stronger and said that those who
county during t88e and resided to- before United States Commissioner marry mortgage themselves either to and Ohio wreck at Woodville is made
eether until October, otos. when he Armour Gardner yesterday. Stephen- hell or to heaven, to the angels of to rest on the shoulders of Engineer
lig'ht or to the imps of darkness.
Frank Galnour, who confessed shortclaims that she left him.
A brand new home, just completed, front porch with large colson waived examination. Ile is
And yet every day people get mar- ly after the disaster to having disJudge Reed yesterday overruled charged with embezling federal funds
umn, back porch lattcied in. Reception Hall, Parlor, Large Bed
Room, Dining Room, Kitchen Two Closets in Bed Room, One
the motion for the new trial issued while free rural mail carrier out of ried with the lightness and frivolity regarded the rules in operating his
might characterize their entrance train.
Kitchen Pantry, Porcelain Kitchen Sink and Water. Located on
by defendants in the sitit of Dr. J. T. the Cayce, Ky., postoffice near Wick- that
into a dime museum or a county fair!
The responsibility for the Big Four
lot 4oxi6o feet.
Reddick against Sol C. Vaughan and liffe. He was dismissed from the serA young woman accidentally meets wreck at Fowler is fixed upon EngiMesdames Frank it. Scott, Eli G. v;ce several weeks ago.
some dashing young fellow, the pair neer Tripp of the passenger train,
foone and A. S. Dabney. The de"fall in love," become "engaged." and who, the commission contends, was
fendants then took an appeal. The
Trees Cut Down.
:n a few days, or weeks, are pro- running at a reckless rate of speed
INCORPORATED.
4Inctor got jedgment against them
Charles Cole and Monroe Doeglas nounced to be "husband and wife'
and who failed to see the signal at
for Pao° he paid in keeping up the white, are being looked for by the
The monstrosity of the thing! The Fowler. The conductor and the engiSee L. D. Sanders, Office 318 South Sixth. Phone 765.
premiums on the life insurance pol- constables, who have warrants charg- idiots! Don't they know that they neer of the freight are held secondicy of Mk. Vaughan.
ing the two with unlawfully going cannot thus trifle with the sanctities arily responsible.
a
or the farm of Cora Burton, colored. of human life without sooner or later
The commission is unable to make
Quarterly Court.
down the N., C. & St. I. railroad being called on to pay the bitter /pen- a specific finding as to the cause of 01M0..0 111100111110.00 0,00+.100441100.111000ararderaibier
Judge Lightfoot convenes quarterly out of this city, and cutting down, alty of their trifling?
the disaster at Standford. It finds
4
coert tomorrow morning, it being his without authority, sonic snees that
Dona they know that there is a sov- that there was no dynamite in the car,
monthly •esslon.
ereign
decency
enthroned
above
our
were trimmed down to sawlogs.
ooly black powder, and discards all
Tile which will not brook insult and the known theories which have been
which is sure to avenge any light and advanced
Clerk's Office.
Magisterial Court,
Land in the county has been sold
Bud Spann. of the Clark 4 river sec- irreverent treatment at our hands?
Those who enter the house of marSpeculates on Explosion.
J. N. Holly to Claud Russell for tion of the county, has been warRegarding the theory of human ele$3, and the deed filed fir record ranted in the court of Justice Charles riage laughing will most likely dwell
testerday with the county clerk.
Emery on the charge of whipping his in it and finally depart from it in tears ment in the explosion the report says.
"Assume the presence of persons in
Thomas H. Clay bought from I... wife. He gave bond for his appear- and agony.
On the way to the marriage altar, the' car and all the facts connected
F. Bennett for $t and other consitige ance for trial Tuesday.
as well as while at the altar itself, with the explosion may be harmon411110****************04400•410 them, and unprepared to meet the the parties shoud feel that they are on ized. Exclude such assumption and
holy ground and that the business we arc left to speculation. If the hu•
• duties and trials inevitable.
they are about to cosummate is descry man element does not enter then the
• WE MUST EDUCATE
0
We do not want children to suffer
OUR CHILDREN. • reproach on our account., rather we ing of their most serious, their most explosion may have been produced
sohnen, their purest and noblest in many war, as we have seen, but
•
• want them to respect us very highly,
thought!
they are all improbable. That there abierwrammowwwwswoorammiamodeewewoomeidememerwowimws
and more so as the years go by; then
Putting aside the villainous twaddle were persons in the car seems to the
Will God give you a child, His let us labor and deny ourselves, if
about "trial marriages," "limited mar- commission to be improbable."
%U, and then not enable you to edu- need be, to give our children a good
riages," and all that sort of degenThe commission submitted to the'
cate it if you try? Surely not.
opportunity. The trials, and tears, the eracy, it must strike every ethically
legislature along with its reports two
Educate the Hand, the Head and pleading that perseveres, 'have been
normal man and woman that, in the bill, for remedial legislation.
he Hurt.
crowned with comfort and honor in truest and
(Lax i)nribillt)
highest sense of the word,
One bill makes it unlawful for any
11Plavsical force is of great value, but hundreds of instances when poor
marriage is a "sacrament," something railrosci man engaged in tne operation
trserssal force far greater, since the parents have made themselves poorer
that is sacred, and that is, under no of steam trains to become intoxicated
Ailed controls the hand, hut moral soil, that their children might 'have
consideration, to be "entered into while on duty or to operate the, trains
%gee is the greatest of all, for the an education; whose children in turn
lightly."
contrary to the rules of the road.
heart rules the head.
cared for their parents with the same
SUPERIOR,FACILITIES FOR HANDLING FREIGHT,MACHflu.
Fortunately or unfortunately, as the
There...should be proper develop- joyful tenderness that a mother becase may be. the moral law does not
Calls Public Reckless.
Y
ER
AND HOUSEHOLD GOODS.
ment
the physical, mental and stows upon her babe.
binge upon human convention, does
The other bill provides for the commoral man. It is a sad oversight not
What do we most enjoy? Our not depend upon our true or false conpulsory installation of improved block
OFFICE SECOND AND MOS ROE BOTH F'HONES.
to see that each of these is important pleasure, indicate what we are! If
ception of its scope and character, but systems before July r, tom on roads
end that all of them together arc es- ae have pleasures only in gratifying is eternal, supreme, irrevocable, and
which have an armual gross income
sential to the best life.
our animal appetites and passion', hence it comes about that Mrs. Toot- of $5,000 or
more to the mile.
It would be well Inc a child to then we are in fact, though men, livcrs and her like the world over are in
On the high speed of trains the
learn to use tools, manage stock, ing on the plane of animals. Then
so much trouble.
commission in its report says:
grow crops, buy and sell, travel, en- if our pleasures are in things secular
Those who 'flippantly treat the
"It is the deliberate judgment of
tertain, in a word, be serviceable most •end temporal, however well refined,
things that are sacred will continue to this commission that the speed mainanywhere under all circumstances. though we be the offspring of God.
be in trouble. It always has been so. tained by the high-class trains operWhy not?
yet arc we living simply for this It always will be so—Chicago Ex- ating in this state is excessive and that
Children should be taught to work world; when the greatest thing this
aminer.
this excessive speed contributed very
so-skillfully. that if all, their propertY world can ever do for a man is inlargely to one of the accidents under
should be lost, they may still be in- finitely too little for a child of God.
investigation. We arc of the opinion
Couldn't Help It.
dependent. Education is not to keep By all means then let us have our
A' well-known Allegheny clergyman that the reckless demand of the pubone from having to work, but to en- pleastires in the things 'of God.
recently spoke at a religious service lic for this high and unreasonable
able hint to have work and to accom- "afarvei not that I said unto thee,'Ye'
in the penitentiary in NVoods Run. He speed should not be longer acceded
plish it. Constant employment is a must be born again.'" "Except a
notice4 that one of the convicts to by the railroad companies."
great blessing.
man be born again, he cannot see the seemed, extraotdinarily impressed.
Runaway Car Injures Many.
As. it is necessary to teach a child kingdom of God." Many things are
Pittsburg, Pa., Feb. aft—Two perAfter the service he sought him out
sraiteine its hand, so it must be taught important to learn, hut the essential and continued
the good work by re- sons were seriously injured, several
'to think and to will.
thing is to know Godmarking:
slightly hurt and a two-story frame
A normal child is a living intorroInformation consists of facts gath"My friend, I hope you will profit building and a street car demolished
station point. The idea that we must ered. Education is power to use by my remarks
just now and become tonight when an empty car on the
not expose our ignorance keeps knowledge. Religion, love to God and a new man."
Wylie and Bedford avenue branch of
should
we be man, makes one use his powers for
many in ignorance; why
"Indeed I will," was the cheerful the Pittsburg Railway company got
keeping our ignorahce? What is it the good of his fellows and for the reply. "In fact, I promise to you that beyond control of the motorman on
Good plumbing means
worth to us? Had'we not better ex- glory of his Creator.
I will never commit another crime, a steep grade.
pose it and get rid of it, getting
good health and this comSecular education 'looks only to but will lead an exemplary life to my
knowledge instead? It is not nearly things of time. Christian education
bined with modern sani...ary
•
How about having the house
dying day."
so reproachful to be in need of infor- does not neglect anything that is imhe'ps to keep the doctor out
fixtures
"I am very glad to hear you say cleaned quick and right by Gidley the
44 mation and seeking it, as to assume portant for the present, but emphaof your house. '',5ttiudmid" Porcelain
that," said the clergyman, "but arir expert. He does all sorts of odd
to .now what we do not, or to con- sizes that which is essential for both
Enameled plumbing fixtures make
you certain you will be able to keep jobs. 'Phone 1073.
tent ourselves in ignorance.
time and eternity.
healthy bath rooms, are sanitary and
the promise?"
A child should be instructed in the
christian teacher in a secular
"Oh, yes," said the convict. "I'm
have a beauty all their own.
City.
Acres
in
the
customs of the peopie among whom school may give christian instruction;
in jail for life."—Harper's Weekly.
If you intend making bath room urnWe have for sale two acres of land
it lives. It should be able to think for while a secular teacher in a christian
proremcnts,
let us show you samples of
and
Clark—aist
Adams
and
between
itself, to convey its thoughts to school may give only secular instrucparents, christian teachers and a chris- 22nd strect,, which we will sell for
ware.
We guarantee good
famous
this
to
others and
understand Them.
tion. But a secular teacher in a secu- tian school? How dare we put other
work, prompt service and attention no
.000. It is a bargain.
Proper feeding, exercising and pro- lar school will not he serviceable to
than christian example and influence I WHITTEMORE REAL ESTATE
matter how smallor how large your job.
- tection are as necessary for the mind the best interests of the child. While upon or about our children?
Fraternity Building.
AGENCY.
and spirit as for the body. We must a christian teacher in a christian
D. HANNAN.
Only in christian institutions can
Both Phones 835.
prepare our children for life, or be school will be a blessing to any child,
20t
we hope to have for our children as—17II-ot
—his EPlin
r3a St sfficulpable, if not criminal, in suffering and has occasioned the happy conver- sociation, sentiment and example,
IN
ADVERTISE
REGISTER
them to go into dangers and difficul- sion to God of very many. Is not
THE
consisting with our views of life.—W.
ties ignorant of what is coming upon every claild entitled to christian
'AND CIET RESULTS.
S. l%freciY, in Fulton Methodist,
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lt,You,Want to See .Somtthing Nice in Spring and
Summer Suitings Call on

K: C. ROSE

329 South Third Street, Agent; for WAN NAMAKER &
BROWN, of Philadelphia, MADE TO ORDER CLOTHINC
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Healthy Bath Rooms
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have taken action in less than two
months hem now, it would be well
for the people to begin to devote
some time towards investigating conPUBLISHED BY THE
•
ditions and the needs of the city in
• (REGISTER NEWSPAPER CO.
the years to come.
(Incorporated.)
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In the election this year officers
At Register Building, 523 Broadway from' mayor to schOol trustee must
MR. BEN
WEILLE SUBMITS THIS IS THE EVIDENT IN---- •
be elected. During their terms of
TENTION OF ATTORNEY
CANDIDACY FOR SCHOOL
President
WILHELM.
NAMES E.
office nigh on to a million dollars
TRUSTEE.
JEROME.
Treasurer
JOHN WILHELM,
oi the people's money must be hanWILHELM
Secretary
,
ROBERT S.
dled, the laws administered and the
welfare a of the city guarded Attcrney Eugene Graves Announces Effort Will Be Met With Stubborn
general
Entered at the Postoffice of PaduResistance—Masterly CrossAs a Candidate for Democratic
cah, Ky., as second-class mail matter and cared for. The city of Paducah
Examination.
Nomination for Legislature.
needs an honest man in every office
$5.00 to be filled, and that will insure honOne Year
2.50 est
Six Months
men in subordinate positions.
New 'York, March 2—Every day
Mr. Weille Accepts.
1.25
Three Months
of the Thaw trial apparently takes
With such men in office the public To Editor of The Register:
.10
One week
In response to the flattering call District Attorney Jerome so much
business and property is in safe
----made on me by friends through the nearer to the foundation he is tryAnyone failing to receive this paper hands and the future of the city columns of your leading paper, and ing to lay for a request for a coni
IN MIXTURES OF ALL SORTS WE SHOW A GRAND LI
AT
regularly should report the matter to bright. Every candidate for mayor, also replying to the numerous per- mission in lunacy as the first step
98c,
$i, $1.25 AND 81.50
The Register Office at once. Tele- clerk, attorney, treasurer, engineer, sonal .•,- olicitations made on me, I wish in an atempt to send the slayer of 48e, aoc, 75c,
phone Cumberland 318.
assessor, jailer, aderman, councilman in this manner to announce that I ac- Stanford White to the Asylum for
NOW IS THE TIME TO BUY THAT EASTER DRESS /NILE
and school trustee, should be closely cept the call made upon mc to become the criminal insane at Mattewan.
THE LINE IS COMPLETE.
a candidate for school trustee from When court reconvenes on Monday
scrutinized and his character and
the Second ward. Having served a the examination of Dr. B. D. Evans,
ability investigated before he re- number of years in the board before, the defense's principal expert, wilt
ceives your vote for the office to I appreciate the fact that my friends be concluded, and cross-examination
which he aspires. This is not mere- desire me to render whatever assist- in a continuation of Mr. Jerome's
FOULARD SILKS 23 INCHES WIDE AND ALL SILK AT sgc
attempt to show Thaw's insanity is
ly an election for mayor or jailer, ance possible in conducting the eduSunday Morning, March 3, 1907.
cational institutions of the city, there- of such a nature as to be incurable. A YARD. THIS QUALITY HASNEVER SOLD BELOW
75c. THE
but for other officers as well. Among fore my name
is at their command for or at least of such a character as
the most important offices to be filled the place. If elected I will exert my makes it unlikely that he has yet STYLES ARE NEW.
The Duty of Good Citizens.
are those in the general council and utmost endeavor to faithfully sere recovered from the mental derangeEVERY DEPARTMENT OF THE STORE IS FILLED WITH
schools, which are the most'im- ment which caused him to commit
the
board
education.
of
Those
bodies
There are hundreds of good citiNEW GOODS.
portant branches of public institutions. homicide.
zens in every community who take constitute the directorate of the city My candidacy is subject to the demoFirmly Convinced.
THE WHITE GOODS STOCK, IS COMPLETE,
Mr. Jerome is firmly cons inced
little or no interest in politics. They and while the former administers the cratic primary, May 2. Respectfully,
TWELVE YARD PIECES OF LONG CLOTLI FOR $1.143.
that Thaw's mental condition is the
BEN WEII.I.E.
seem content to merely look on and finances and public improvements,
paranoia,
result
PLAIN
AND FANCY WHITE GOODS IN ALL QUALITIES
of
and not of melantake what they may get. We do not the latter body control the schools of
cholia, as the defense has tried to
Mr. Graves Announces.
the
and
city
AT
should
OUR
USUAL
be
LOW PRICES.
composed
of
understand how a man can haye
lion. Eugene Graves,' the well show. In other words, he believes
hest
very
the
men
in
the
city.
financial and social interests in a
known attorney, in this issue an- that Thaw's mental malady is of a
There is a conflict on in this city, onunces his candidacy for the demo- character which precludes the possicity and oserlook a duty that he
owes not only to others but to him- the same as in all cities, and it is cratic nomination for representative bility that he could have been insane on the night he shot Stanford
IT COMES IN BLUE WITH NEAT FIGURES AND STRIPES. IS
self as well. Every loyal and pa- between those who seek to profit at of McCracken county in the stet:
1Vhite
and sane today.
legislature,
subject
the
to
attion
of
expense
tbe
of
people,
the
either
in
triotic citizen should take a sufficient
I. Esans has admitted that he
32 INCHES WIDE AND THE PRICE ONLY idic A YARD.
the mass convention to be held
interest in public affairs to enable the non-enforcement of the laws, or March 30, by
believes
Thaw
insane
was
in
the
fall
the democrats at the
of 19°3, and that he was again inhim to have an intelligent idea of I') the granting of special privileges caunty court house.
sane when he married April 4, 1905
monopolies
or
through
the
medium
what transpires, and he should make
Ii there was ever a candidate who
and was suffering from "brainstorm
of
which
many
the
may
weds
he
taxed
for
no
introduction
to
people
the
it his business to obtain information
THIS IS IN NEAT FIGURES MOSTLY BLACK DOTS AND •
on June as. 1[906, the night of the
as to the character of public servants the benefit of the tee. As those at large it is Mr. Graves, who is homicide. What his condition was
STRIPES AND WE OFFER IT AT iiT 3c AND lac A YARD,
known in every circle in Paducah between these
dates he has no means
and as much So as of those with things mean thousands upon thouMcCracken
and
county.
eight
For
%tile the expert has
of knowing.
%hien he may associate or hase iii sands of dollars to those who seek years he served this community
as been firm in his claesification of the
undue
advantage
is
but
it
reasonhis oun employ. The man Who is
county attorney, the record be left disease as melancholia as the result
too engrossed with his oan affairs to able to suppose that those interests behind him being a matter of of insanity of the adolescent or deGREAT LINE OF LADIES' LACE HOSIERY AT 48. FOR IM
devote some of his time to the bet- have already gotten out their candi- tnuch pride for .his many friends and velopmental stage, he has been forced
strong
supporters,
who
point
to
him
dates
i
PORTED
or
to
will
AND 25t FOR DOMESTIC MAKES.
admit
do
that
so
times
in
there
at
due
time.
were
It
terment of the community in which
as being one o fthe most able and , prtsent the symptoms of paronoia
is
simply
a
question
at
special
inhe lives, is not a good citizen; he
faithful officials ever serving the peo- I It is probable that the prosecution'.
may be a good man but men of that terests versur the people's interests, 'le. \fr. Graves
fs regarded as one experts *ill teatify that many of the
character count for but little unless I and the question is to be decided at rf the most thorough and widely ce. symptoms which Dr. Es-an; hathey exert themselves and impress the polls. The voters may take perk:teed lawyers at Ilse Caducali bar. struggled to .show were simply those
an influence for good wherever they either side in the contest and cast knows what legislation is good and of melancholia are really the signs of
may live. We often hear of men of their votes to suit their own con- needful to a community, tbercforc paranoia.
Masterly Crom-Ezaminetioe.
influence in some particular sphere, sciences, but. we do believe that be- the solicitotion of his many friends
44
The District Attorney'% cross-cu ti run for the legislature was successandl the only reason they are so fore doing so that they can well fa'. and
amination
of
Dr.
Evans
has
been
s—
he now submits his can&
classed is, they are active and indus- afford to think over the matter so shicy to the people, requesting their masterly, and struggle as hard as the PLEADS UNWRITTEN LAW
lit11,t
t4 bi. r
,i C4/114. CalC41 teniself in
expert might, 'he could not keep
triotia in those spheres. Some men that they may vote intelligently and f.gpport and influence.
AND ACQUITTAL FOLLOWS. the closet of the room. Mrs. Gilpin
Mr. Graves has always been one from making some damaging actin'swield an influence for good and some have no cause in the future to regret
a as also under indictment, but last
'ions, although it has taken Mr I
Lyons, Ga March
- he yir) in n'atht the case against her was nolle S
for eel. and in many instances they their decision. The matter of nam- of the most indefatignble workers Jerome more than two days of con•
rank as leaders because others stand ing the tickets should not be left to the party ever had, is a man will stant questioning to draw them out. the case of Wm. T. Gilpin, charged pressed.
stands well with everybody, and wi!I
with
murder
the
of
W.
McDonW.
Gilpin pleaded the "ugwritten law"
The cli!trict attorney's final effort
aside and suffer them to have their a handful of politicians and election be a
favorable factor in the conven- will be
his defense.
made on Monday, when he ald, a prondnent attorney of Dougown way. This is particularly true manipulators, but each and every tion.
las,. Ga , last night brought in a vet
will
draw
together
the
loose
ends
in politics; the average leader being citizcn should rise to the occasion
He is a genial, sociable and fine of his somewhat erratic
Abody denies that man is the
questioning. t.ie• of not guilty
Gilpin shot McDonald HI his wife's darling of the gods. They didn't even
possessed with a good stock of brass, and assert his soverign right as an young man and will represent his and will endeavor to make Dr. Evans
gall and impudence, but those quali- Amerizan citizen, and serve notice Constituents to the best of his ability, admit that he belies cs Harry Thaw room in Vidalia one reeht last Oc- give woman a sense of humor.
if chosen to fill the exalted position is crazy today.
ties take with the unthinking class, on all candidates, ward heelers, poliIt was determined last night •at a
and as every voter counts one, the tic-al boosters and self-constituted
conference
of the 4efendant's mum'
Broadway
House
for
Sale.
result, from a practical standpoint leaders, that for once in the history
Two story 7 MOM house, 73 foot sel, held at the 'home of DelphinM.
of Paducah, that he and all other lot runding
is just as good.
back to Kentucky as enue. Dclmae to endeavor by all legal
We do not believe that every citi- citizens will take a hand in the selec- No. 1616. Fine place for home. means to combat the supposed a-tempt by the district attorney to
zen should jump into politics with tion of the men who are to have
apply for a lunacy commission. The
both feet and spend his time on the charge of the government of the city. WHITTthtORE REAL ESTATE
AGENCY.
Fraternity Building. lawyers were unanimous in the opincorners whooping 'ern up, but he They will tell you that this candidate
ion that Harry Thaw's fate should
Both Phones 835.
he decided by the jury, and when
should take the plains to become and that candidate cannot win, and
their conclusion was reported to the
posted on the issues before the peo- that this crowd and that crowd are
WANT LIBERTY TO SHOUT wife and mother of the
defendant,
ple and the character of the men for so and so and .he will be hard
they acquiesced in the decision to
'who seek to be entrusted with pub- to beat. but that i. buncombe It is Milwaukee Peddlers Object to
Re- fight the case to the end.
lic office. Every true citizen rises a threadbare trick of cheap polistrictions of Ordinance.
One of the lawyers for the defense,
in speaking of the conference and its
above selfish interests and will stand ticians to hire curt; stone orators to
vs
-Milwaukee, Wis , March 2.--Repre- decision, said that any attempt to
for those things that will benefit the claim the earth and tell the public
sentatires of 1,000 peddlers in Mil- send Thaw to the mad-house, where
people as a whole. It may be that how things arc going, and if the
waukee have entered a formal protest he would have to remain until the
at times be may be so situated that sensible people suffer themselves to with the mayor
against the enforce- indictment is disposed of, would he
what is best for the whole people be caught by such chaff and take no ment of the ordinance prohibiting fought to the end.
may be detrimental to him in a ter, steps to get out the right kind of them crying their wares on the
lain particular, but he can better men, then they deserve to suffer the streets. A committee of ten visited
Full reports of the Thaw trial will
the mayor. this morning and asked appear in the Sunday Chicago Amerisacrifice a little for the benefit of consequences.
him to do what he could to drop can, Post-Dispatch and St.
the many, for the time may come
Louis
the ordinance out of the sight of the Republic. For sale by Newsboys
and
alum the selfish interests of others
police department.
FRENCH JAIL YAWNS FOR
dealers in all parts of the city.
may be ía r more injurious to him
"If the ordinance i4 enforced there
VANDERBILT BECAUSE HE
23 one individual than in the people
KILLED PEASANT'S MULE is little question that hudreds of fami- SOLDIERS BLAMED
FOR RIOT
lies will be obliged to appeal to the
as a whole. lin fine, to carry out the
aims of a republican form of gov- Prosezution of American Millionaire city and its charitable organizations Letter From Major Penrose Read at
for help." asid Mr. Zamdsh after the
Court Martial Proceedings.
ernment ie the best for honest men
Begun After Automobile Accident
conference
with Mayor Meeker.
Large Sum Paid In Vain.
indisidually and collectively. Some
"Peddlers are not prevented from
San Antonio. Tox., March 2.—
may say this sounds well in theory.
shouting in Chicago, and I can see "Were it not for the damaging eviValence, France, March 2."—Frenc11 no reason why we
hut not in practice. To all such we
can not do it dence of the empty shells and used
clips I should be of the firm belief
unhesitatingly- say they are woefully justice is pursuing one of the Van- here."
derbilts because of an automobile
that none of my men were in any waymistaken, and if they can rise above
collision near Paris on February 27.
connected with the crime, but with
self and devote some thought to a in which the ear of the millionaire MAYOR PLACES PRICE ON
HEADS OF HEIOLDUP MEN this fact so painfully before me I
atudy of the question they will struck a mule-cart belonging to a
am not only convinced it was perdoubtless agree with us on the sub- peasant named Coignard. killd the Sterling, Ill.. Executive
petrated by men of this command
Offers
Rebut that it was carefully planned beject.Asa newspaper, and in behalf mule, demolished the cart, and serward for Active Robbers'
iously injured Coignard.
fore hand."
of the whole peopie, The Register
Capture,
In the car were a brother of the
TOUCW
The above is an extract of -a letter
Sterling,
Ill..
March 2.—Two more
has often advocated or opposed cer- owner of the car and a woman. It is
written
by
Major Penrose of the
THE
tain measures when it would have not definitely known to which branch robberies were added to the btg list Twentyfifth infantry
to the military
iii this city last night and today
)
.
14
T.St
BOT
of
the Vanderbilt family the party
4
been to our pecimiaey interest to
"
secretary of -the department of Texas
Nkl-ort
J.
B.
Lewis
issued a proclama- on
Aug.
15,
1906,
have temained silent or at least been belonged.
and
introduced
as
tion
calling on all citizens to r.ssist
Immediately after the crash the
.715evidence by Judge Advocate Hay toindifferent about 'those maters, but Vanderbilt, offered a large sum to in capturing the holdup men and
of- day in the Penrose court martial prohaving convictions on those ques- Coignard. who accepted it. The party fering a heavy reward for arrest.
ceeding growing out of the "shooting
tions we have never 'hesitated to ad- at once spun off. The police, howtip" of the town of Brownsville, Tex.,
The Dom
- inion of Canada possesses in August last.
vance our views and to urge others ever, at once began an 'investigation.
tr
no general registei with a recognized
rkzi
Major A. P. Blocksom went on the
to do likewi;e. This being true, as They found that the automobile, it standard of
qualification for ithe medi- stand today. The witness
touring car, was going at high speed
stated that
-our readers will admit, we feel that over the bridge across the River al profession. Eeach province
pos- all the bullets that he found in the
we can address_ ourselves to our Isere near Tain, when the collision sesses the right to establish its own houses of- the
town were fired front
liceq,sing authdrity, and medical men
friends and fellow-citizens along the occurred at a sharp turn.
Springfield army rifles.
It Coiguard will prosecute the qualified and registered in one provlines indicated above.
Vanderbilt party may be arrested and ince arc not allowed to practice in an
A full municipal election
+;•-.1:4*
ap- tried for over speeding on a public adjoining province nnder penalty of a • Typewriters tell no tales, but this
.• isn't saying anything about stenog-.
;jpesaaehing. and since one -natty will highway. The penalty is heavy.
fine.
• • '
raphers. _
"•'4 V_a
•
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RACKET STORE

WE ARE SHOWING A GREAT LINE OF SPRING
GOODS. A GREAT MANY OF THE GOODS BOUGHT
ON OUR RECENT TRIP TO NEW YORK ARE HERE.
WE CALL PARTICUL 4R ATTENTION TO OUR GREAT
NEW LINE OF DRESS GOODS.

FANCY DRESS GOODS

SILK SPECIAL

•
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MERCERIZED GINGHAMS
MADRAS CLOTH

5'

HOSIERY
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407 BROADWAY PADUCAH. KY.
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OWNER BITTEN SHERIFF JOHNS
CUNNINGHAM'S DID NOT
SHORT CAREER HEED ORDERS BY THE PUPPY IN PUBLIC EYE

Coats, Fine Suits
Shirtwaists and Skirts are being

BATOFFICER
CREDITORS WOULD LIKE TO SPECIAL TRAIN BEARING GOV- MR. JAMES CHANDLER HAD DAVIDSON'S
TLING FOR THE CAUSE
ERNOR OF CONNECTICUT
TWO PUPS THAT DEVELLOCATE HIM JUST ABOUT
AND TROOPS WRECKED,
OF TEMPERANCE.
OPED RABIES.
NOW.

sold very cheap now at

furnished His Rooms Gorgeously at Four Killed, Two Seriously Injured Mr. H. Miller Cunningham Still Con- Fought Liquor. at Clarksville—Gdea
—Engineer and Conductor Arto Get in Knoxville Fight—
fined at His Residence—With
Expense of the Dealers Susceprested—Governor Escaped.
Jackson, Too, and Maybe
The Ailing.
tible to Credit.
Bristol.
'Waterbury, Conn., March 2.—With
Mr. James Chandler, the Birdsville.
Two hundred and eleven dollars
impact of sufficient force to crush Ky., merchant arived yesierday mornan
Nashville, March 2.—C. D. John;,
credworth
of
ad eighty-five cents
together ing and is now here, with Frank sheriff of Daltidson county, advocate
itors in this city‘ would like to know the ponderous locomotives
down an Mantz's madstone applied to two bites of reform, the active enemy of savery much right about now where like paper and topple them
two passenger trains, on his hand, inflicted by puppies that loons and gambling.
one H. A. Cunningham camps out, so embankment,
regular and a special, met in head- went mad. Mr. Chandler had two
Many months ago a young fellowthey could camp on his trail to have a
on collision early today on the Nau- hound puppies that developed symp- of pleasing face and manner startled
Cunningham
across."
lint "come
gatuck division of the New York, oms of rabies Thursday, and while the citizenship of old Davidson ty
came across at one time verry liberNew Haven 81 Hartford railroad at
ally with orders for goods, but his Platts Mills, about a mile and a half examining one, he was bit twice on onuncing that he could stop gambling
liberality has another tendency .just below this city, resulting in the death the hand. He penned up both ani- znd Sunday tippling 'in the City of
at present, and now his creditors "are of four men, the serious wounding mals until Friday when the madness Nashville. He even had the temerconiing across" to Magistrate Charles of two more and lesser injuries to fully developed and he killed both. ity to announce his candidacy for
Emery and Constable Shelton in the over a score of others. The dead lie then came here for the mad- the office of sheriff against a democratic nominee. People suited as this
way of court costs, to make what were the Crews of the two engines. stone wffich is adhering closely.
*************************40
young man said he could do these
AN NOU NCE1IENT S.
they cah out of that that "Cunny" did
Goernor Not Injured.
things.
lie took the stump. The
Still
Confined
Abed.
•
:tot take away with him.
The special was made up of an
• PERSONAL MENTION. • Cunpingham blew into Paducah engine and one coach, in which was
Mr. If. Miller Cunningham was public flocked to hear him, for in
• iast
•
MaYerfall and tried to cut the swath a party of about sixty-five members some better yesterday, but yet con- ringing voice, earnest manner, forceWe are authorized to announce the ••••••••••••••••••110144•11.114* usually put on by alleged sports of of Company F, Second Regiment, fined to his bed as result of the epi- ful delivery, he made formal declaracandidacy of Charles Reed for mayor
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meeting of the W. C. T. U. last Thurs Old 'Phone 620-3.
Tyler, Kr,
(Gen. Basil Duke, in Home and Farm) and two of his closest friend's kept day afterno
on might be regarded as a
In the immediate ante-belum period bac'helor's hall, and they were living congratulatory service over the reand during the war, no man, perhaps, very comfortably, indeed. These two turns uci rapidly coming in, the good
gentlemen, Messrs. Oscar Murray news from Clarksville, Tenn.,
'not in public station, was more widely
receiv- J. K. HENDRICK,
and George Grey, were from Louis- ing due share.
known in Kentucky and throughout ville, as was the major, and
J. G. MILLER
had
As an illustration of the remarkable
the south than Major John S. Throck- "reftigeed" thence for similar reasons growth
of prohibition sentiment, one
morton. He was much liked and re- which had induced his departu
WM. MARBLO
re. of the members preseqt stated that
spected, but escpecally attracted at- They were liberaf and hospitable in three
years ago this winter she spent
tention and was the subject of fre- their housekeeping, and were,
of three weeks in Clarksville, and at that
quent continent because of his eccen- course, often visited by their Ken- time
the city was so thoroughly in the
tricities. Absolutely frank, truthful tucky friends.
grip of the liquor men and the temand honorable, he had the confidence
It happened that one Thanksgiving perance clement so far in the
backWe hart tlx largest line of up-to-date wall paper
of all who knew him; warm-hearted Day of that year General—then Cap- ground
LAWYERS.
it would have been a waste
and ever ready to do a kindly or gen- tain-:-Morgan and myself had ridden, of words
to even ask to have a temin the city and ot the moot etrilling prices
erous act, he had many friends; but early in the morning, a considerable perance
sermon in any of the churches
Practice in all the courts of thhis irascible temper, the readiness distansc from our camp on some erOne minister did one Sunday in his State. Both
phones 31.
with which he became irritated upon rand, and returning about noon
and prayer, ask for the time to come soon
Rooms 1, 2, 3 and 4, Register Buildthe slightest, and sometimes upon no finding curselves in the vicinity of
the when the liquor traffic would be ban- trig. 523
1-2 Broadway.
apparent provocation, almost exceed- major's quarters, it occurred to us ished
from the earth, and it was such
ed belief. He was a handsome man, that we could not do better than call a
surprise it aroused comment. It is
powerfully and gracefully formed, on him, feeling sure that our friends doubtful
if there was a single citizen
and in manner, when not angered or would have on that day an unusually in
Clarksville at that time who could
excited, polite and pleasant. Some of good dinner.
have been made to believe it possible
his younger acquaintances would ocI should explain that, while the that prohibition could carry the town
cosionally, in a spirit of mischief, take sincerest friendship existed between In so short
a time.
advantage of this infirmity and kindle Mnrray and' Throckmorton, which
To show how ssidespread is this
his quick, inflammable disposition, had begun when they were boys, and movement
and that it is not confined
which it was easy to do, by some continued throughout their lives, they to one locality
Telephone
nor one state, the
remark that, however 'harmless in would often engage in hot debates and president,
Mrs. Puryear, read a letter
itself, aroused an unpleasant memory, "fall out:" that is to say, the major received
from a friend in Dawson, a
or even if .he deemed it irrelevant. would fall out with Murray. These town of
several thousand inhabitants
But it behooved the man trying such quart- J.; were never serious; but some in the souther
n part of Georgia, givI an experiment to assume the most times they would not speak to each ing an
account of a most exciting
innocent tone and demeanor and other for a week or more. Then they election just held
there, in which the
avoid all appearance of intentional would become reconciled anti their re- prohibitionists
won.
offense; for if lie believed that offense lations would be perfectly harmonious
Rooms 5 and 6, Register Buddies,
This was another instance in which
was intended, he was quite sure to again. We were not aware of it, of it was a
p3 1-a Broadway, Paducah, Ky.
question as to which side
express resentment, not merely in course, but our visit occurred while would
New Phone 4s; Old 147 R
win. The temperance men
words, but in very strenuous fashion. one of these domestic "differences" were greatly
in doubt, but the women
Major Throckmorton—I gave him was pending.
said: "If the battle is the Lord's and SPECIALTIES:
the title he subsequently acquired-Abstracting of Titles
After joining our hosts in a toddy we believe He is on our side,
we will
was among those who first went brewed of excellent whisky, we sat win."
Insurance, Corporation and
south lions Kentucky to escape ar- down to a table bountifully spread.
Real Estate Law.
Three weeks before election day
rest because of avowed southern sym- A large, beautifully roasted turkey they began
to hold prayer meetings in
pathies, and to follow the fortunes of was in front of Major Throckanorton, every
part of The town which were
the confederacy. lie soon after be- and Murray was prepared to carve and continu
ed the entire time. The church
came attached to the "Provisional dispense slices of an excellent ham.
bells were also rung every day at
Government of Kentucky," organized
"Capt. Morgan," said the major, noon to ask the workers, wherev
es
at Russellville on November 13, 1861, will yau have some of this turkey?"
they were, to offer a silent prayer for
by the convention which passed resoCapt. Morgan expressed a perfect success at the polls.
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lutions declaring that Kentucky would willingness to do so.
On election day sunrise prayer
withdraw from the unioss and seek
"Lieut. Duke," I, said, "will you meetings were held in the
leading l'ELEPHONES:
admissien into the confederacy. The take some?'
chourches, followed by all day prayer
gentlemen who took this action were
I answered promptly yes; the same services in the Methodist church
Residence, 296; Office, 355.
The
not strong enough to maintain it upon question was asked of Mr. Grey, with church
DEPOSIT IT IN OUR BANK AND GET
bell was rung every ball hour
4 PER CENT INTERthe territory of their own state, so the same result. Then the major to remind
titc
EST ON IT AND SEE HOW.SOON
thatiowith the officials of the provis- looked up solemnly at the ceiling and wehe praying voters; that the women
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for a temperance
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Cecil Reed
ional government, they were, with remaesed in a corteous but chillt tory.
BAND ACCOUNT.
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few exceptions, compelled to join the tone: "If anyone else at this table
Many women stayed at the pol11..ad
exodus southiyard of which I Cave wants turkey, he can send up his day,
the mayor's wife sending them
just spoken. I do not remember in plate," whereupon Mr. Murray's their
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breakfast and dinner. Several
vilsat capacity Throckinorton served plate was fOrwarded. Mr. Murray marvslo
us answers to special prayer,
this state government, hut a few then proceeded to distribute the ham were
mentioned in the letter, and Rooms to. ii and 11, Columbia Bldg.
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months later—aiter the battle of Shi- in the same fashion, asking each on, were
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sioned as major in the confederate
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It is related as A fact that at. the
army and assigned to duty in the forty-five years of age, shortly after- beginni
ng of the civil war Stonewall
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4 with him after he had "cam- lantly to the close of
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the war, sus- argued until half past one o'clock one
-tali.- It was just after his connec- taining all the toils and hardships
of night, each trying to convince the
tion with the provisional government. camp ard raid as cheerfully as his other
that the other was wrong. As
I met him on the road in charge of younger and more vigorous comrades. nothing
was gained by argument, they OLIVER, OLIVER & McGRE
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GOR
the provisional wagon train; ho was
Major Throckmorton made an ex- decided to spend the remainder
of the
looking out, I believe. for 3 suitable cellent commissary of subsistence. night
in prayer, each asking the.. Lord
Site where the government might when commissioned .and assigned to to show
him the right, but when the
encamp. I had been on a scout with that duty. although he seasoned the mornin
it came each felt as positive !sOFFICES: Benton, Ky., rear Bank
a *mall party and was returning to rations he issued with much spicy wag
right as he did the night before.
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the vicinity of Bowling Green when I language. A report N aS current at
Here was a cause in which Inca difencountered him I had known him one time that Gen. Bragg had threat- fered,
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desire to know and do the New Phone 114
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Wall paper

Now is the time to Buy
Mall paper
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frames
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Hendrick, Miller
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g

frames

C. MANNING SEARS, M.D.
Office 1707 Meyers St.
377,

C. C. Lee

I for your picture frames
315 BRORDUBT

E. H. PURYEAR,
Atturney-at-Law

"IT IS THE LITTLE THINGS
MAKE THE BIG Th INGS"

Ego

11.1. Rivers,M. D.

Ms Peeks, Wale, Dimes and Quarters Make Ike Dollars
SAVE YOUR SMALL CHANGE

FLOUR/40Y & REED . 3

Our Home Savings Bank

ALBEN W. BARKLEY!

MECHANIC'S
eb

FARMER'S
SAVINGS BANK

LAWYER.S

GLOBE BANK & TRUST CO.

306 Broadway, Paducah, Ky,
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General Insurance Agency

0.D. Schmidt
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STOVES AND FURNITURE
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NEW SPRING 60016 ARE ARRIVING WRY DAY AR OVER THE STORE
The "make room" season is here. With it a two weeks'"MAKE NOOM BARGAIN SALE" is now on all
over the store. Much merchandise has been marked
to sell during these two weeks. Mr. and Mrs. Harbour left last night for New York City to provide
finishing touches tor the Big Store's great spring stocks
Charming New Dress
Goods
The daintiest dress goods in the

Now Ready for You

New Handsome Tailor Made
Suits for Women

Bright new silks; charming high
The styles are such as women of
discernment and taste approve. You'll
find them just the thing for early
spring wear and priced at live and
let live prices that have made the Big
Store's Suit Department famous.

quality of new ginghams; exquisite

most fashionable t9o7 colorings and
designs. We have never before shown
a biggel or better display of artistic
effects in spring dress fabrics than we

laces and embroideries; the 1907 famous American Lady Corsets; snow

Spring Beauties in Women's
Silk and White Lawn Waists

white muslin under garments; ribbed

now have and our prices will be
found the lowest to be had anywhere

underwear and stockings; the long and

for the up-to-date stuff.

the short kid gloves.

A great assortment . in charming
variety and very inexpensively priced
now ready for your choosing.

Women's New Spring
Style Ready Made
Garments
Superior style, superior quality.
pleasing prices, smart new spring
jackets here and coming daily.

Prettiest Spring Styles in
Women's Skirts
Handsomely tailored, fashioned
after the most approved
spring
models, up-to-date, temptingly priced
and the biggest stock in the city to
choose from.

'
arbour s Department Store

H

Choose Your SESSION OF
Druggist
IMPORTANCE

.0

The 1907 Shoes and
Oxfords
We are ready with an early showing of the coming spring and summer

tt

best leathers, the best makes, the bes,
styes, the best workmanship at the
reasonable prices that have made this
store's big Shoe Department popular
with thousands of customers.
I•1

NORTH THIRD STREET
Half Square From Broadway

4fiff

.!*

slay from Evansville and lays up until
to o'clock tomorrow morning before
eeparting on her return that way.
I The City of Saltillo passes up today
!en route to the Tennessee river from
Cairo, 30.8 rising.
St. Louis.
Chattanooga, 12.3 rising.,
The Peters Lee passed up last night
WITH THE SAME INTELLICincinnati, 22.8 rising.
hound for Cincinnati from Memphis.
GENT CARE THAT YOU SEEngineer Leon Love of the steamer
rvansvilk. 22.3 ri-ing.
LECT YOUR DOCTOR.
BOARD OF PUBLIC
WORKS
Cob Dudley arrived yesterday from
Flornce, 12.5 rising.
The ability and integrity of the man
THAT BODY WILL ASSEMBLE
MEETS NEXT TUESDAY
Neshville where his hand was crushLILA MOORE DIED IN DEJohnsonville, 15.6 rising.
.vho prepares your mechcine is just
WEDNESDAY
AFTERNOON.
NIGHT
ed while he was working around an
CATUR AND LEAVES SOME
Louisville, 8.8 rising. •
is important to you as the knowledge
HEREAFTER.
RELATIVES HERE.
electric
Mt.
dynamo.
Carmel,
•
5.5
falling.
and skill of the mart who orders it.
Mr. Joseph B. Flasch has resigned
Nashville, 5.2 rising.
You select your doctor because you Council
Meets Tomorrow
Night,
his place as engineer of the fen-ySt. Louis, 15.1 falling.
have confidence in his ability. Choose
Preparations Being Completed For the
School Board Tuesday Night and
bs.•at Bettie Owen, and is succeeded
Mt. Vernon, 30.8 rising.
John Montjoy, Colored, Cherged Witb
/our druggist for the same good reaHead Camp Meeting by the
Examiners Wednesday.
by Mr. Albert Mason. Mr. Flasch
Peducah, 24.0 rising,.
Cutting John Hill During Meson. The work of each depends for
Woodmen of The Woeld.
chanicsburg Fight.
ts success on the work of the other.
The steamer Kentucky got oat for becomes "business manager" in this
et M'Pherson's drug store, no boy or
the Tennessee river yesterday after- section of the country for marine
One of the most impurtant meet- noon
laregistered clerk is allowed to pc-sand remains up that way uwil eugineers. his duties beinr like the
Since the Odd Feilows have
ings of the year will be that Tuesday next Thursday
nare your medicine.
bia.ness head of a firm.
.
Chief Collins )esterday got a letter
Read that over again and think afternon by the board of public
Inspector St. John has gone to St. moved from their old quarters in the from Mrs Josue Brummell, of DeThe Buttorff come in today fern
Fraternit
y building to the new assemworks at their chamber in the City
bout it.
Nashville and skips out tomorrow ,r Louis where his son is sick.
bly hail on the third floor above catur, I:1., in which the tatter said that
Hall, as there comes up numerous
The inspectors examined the tow-Clarksville.
1Valker's drug store at Fifth and Lila Moore died there some month.
questions regarding public improveThe Dick Fowler gets out for Cairo beat Nellie and she was ordered out Broadwa
y, the Union Encampment ago, and that the dead woman had it
ments to be made during 1907, and
tomorrow morning at 8 o'clock and of commission until repaired. The has been
sister in Paducah named Fanny Hencompelled to change its
other iqually as interesting props,
comes baek about ico o'clock in the Hatvester mill be inspected in a few time fur
derson and a brother here named
meeting. Heretofore the
sitions.
evening.
says.
encampment has met the first and Henry Bolden. Mrs. Brummell wrote
The steamer City of Memphis eon., s I The Scotia gut out of the Tennes- third Monday
esening in each month, the chcif in nuke that relatives could
Cauncilmanic Session.
out of the Tennessee river late tomor- see river yesterday with toes.
but
as
the
new
hall is occupied by be located and notified of the death.
The first of the semi-monthly row
mieht and remains here until 5
Lila Moore carried a life insurance
The Bald Eagle today goes to St. other bodies on that night,
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•9 of important business to come beThe John S Hopkins comes in to- oet of the Future Great
to make a search for Fanny Henderfore them for disposal.
FOR SALE—Household goods to
son:
Woodmen of Th. World.
Is
N. Seventh st. Leaving the city.
The Paducah Woodmen of the
School Board.
World are preparing hurriedly now
The school board holds its monthPolice Court.
FOR RENT—Elegant flats, See
for
the meeting to be opened here
ly session Tuesday evening at the
Henry Russell was fined flo and
JACK
SON
FOUN
DRY
elk,
MACH
INE
CO.
enth and Broadway. Apply to B. Li
March 12 by the Head Camp of Ken- costs by Judge David Cross
Washington building on West Broadin the
Scott.
tucky, and which will he participated police court yesterday morning
way. Many important matters are
on the
Heavy steam hammer forgings,
•Om
in by 15co delegates from all over the charge of abusing his wife. The warbefore this body also, including elecFOR KENT—One office, second tion
machiner
y
and
boilers repaired,strue
state. The session will last for three rant against the woman,
af a superintendent SDr next
Mattie Rusi!oor No. 529 Broadawy. Steam heat year, election
days and be held in the Red Men's sell, was dismissed.
rural iron for buildings, mill and
of census fakers and
And water. Apply to I. D. Wilcox.
hall on North Fourth street.
other business.
J Garner was sent ten day' to jail
steamboat supplies. .Have on hand
Mr. T. E. Patterson of Chattanooga, for being drunk and disorderly.
second-h
and laundry machinery, boilTenn., will arrive next Wednesday
For up-to-date cleaning and pressPension Examiners.
er
and
engine
cheap.
ing garments go to Solomon the Tailto
prepare for some business matters
The United State: pension examiMalicious Cutting.
coming up during the grand session
or, 113 South Third St. Two 'phonea. ners meet in monthly session WedJohn Montjoy, colored, was arrested'
PADUCAH.
He is an official of the Sovereign camp
KENTUCKY.
nesday at the office of Dr. Henry
for the United States, and tax collec- by Officers Brennan and Selby on the
WANTED—floard for couple with Daley. the secretary, for purpose of
charge of maliciously cutting John.
tor for Chattanooga
two children. Must be central and examining old soldiels, those who
so
Hill during a fight Friday night in
•
first class. Address IT . Register of. have been drawing pensions in their
the south end of Mechanicsburg.
ice, with terms.
and want increases, and those who DEWEY TELLS HOW "STAR
SEARCH ABANDONED.
4 Room $155o House.
Nfontjay gave bond for his appearance
SPANGLED BANNER" WAS
saw service but are just now putting
McKinley street near Franklin
MADE NATIONAL ANTHEM On Account of Clarks River Being school. Rent value $7.5o per month before the court tomorrow.
WANTED—Men ei ability-to rep- in their applications for a pension.
resent old established house. $261 per applications for a pension.
A tsarg-ain for cash.
So Wide Now, Searching Has
Admiral Says That at His Urging the
week straight salary to start, expenses
Been Abandoned.
WHITTEMOFtE REAL ESTATE ( all en Mrs Eugene Wilson for
President Issued Order Discardaivaneeck McBradk & Co., Chicago.
A iikew more boarders and roomers
AGENCY.
Fraternity Building. fashionable dressmaking at 736 Jefcan he accommodated at "The Inn.'
ing "Hall Columbia."
The search for Samuel Farmer's
Both Phones 835.
ferson street. Old 'Phone taps.
WiANTED--Manager for branch on North Seventh, 'phone 15e8.
body was abandoned yesterday at
Washington, D. C, March 2. Ad- Clarks river, near Benton, on account
office we contemplate opening here
miral Dewey told the story of the of the heavy rainfalls, which swelled
in Paducah. Address with reference
$550 for $oo.
The Morris Wholesale house CinciuWe have $55o in 6 per cent. interest adoption of "The Star-Spangled Ban- that stream so that it is one mile
rad, 0.
tearing notes, secured by real estate ner" as the national anthem at a around the McCoy ford where Farmand signed by a responsible party (and meeting of the Francis Scott. Key er is supposed to have been drowned I
WANTED—An experienced book- we guarantee the payment) which we Memorial association here last night. when his wagon and team were
keeper, address in own 'hand writing. offer for $450 cash. Notes due in two He explained that lie was instrumen- washed away the first of last week.1
State salary wanted, age, married or years, interest payable annually. Any tal in its adoption by the United The searchers will continue their !
single, must give references. Address one with $450 to invest could not buy States government, saying that once work sometime this week if mere
while he was abroad and was dining rains do not fall to increase the sup"J." cire this office.
anything safer or better than this.
Whitemore Real Estate Agency Fra- with Prince Henry of Prussia, on the ply of water.
BEGINS WEDNESDAY, MARCH 6. THIS
Adams Street Lot.
LOST — Between the Kentucky
MEANS THI
latter's flagship, the band played "Hall
ternity building. Both 'phones 83e.
CHOICEST BARGAINS EVER OFFERED IN
$125 cash buys a 50xt65 foot lot
theatre and Cochran flats on North
Columbia."
PADUCAH.
He. called attention to the fact that between Twenty-sixth and TwentyNinth, gold locket with monogram
Cost of Discovering America.
DON'T MISS THE GOOD THINGS. FIRST
COME
GETS
"M. V. L'.' engraved, containing
A Chicago antiquary has discovered it was not a national anthem and re- seventh street.
FIRST CHOICE.
lady's picture. Finder retrun to Reg- that Columbus received a salary of ferred to the "Star-Spangled Banner." WHITTEMORE REAL ESTATE
$320. He estimates that the whole Later he and Justice Moody, then
AGENCY.
Fraternity Building. ,
ister and receive reward.
cost of the expedition that found secretary of war, discussed the inciBoth Phones 835.
, LADIES—Write and we will ex- America was about $7,000. John Knox dent, the result of which was the is,
Marmalade, then made only of
plain how we will make you a present received a salary of $220, and a lead- suance of the president's order desigof.$25.00. give you a suit every go ling lawyer in the time of Edward IV nating the "Star-Spangled Banner" as quinces, was known in Henry VIII's
At, Harbour's Department, Store
days, and pay you $3o per month and was content with a fee which amount- the recognized national anthem of this reign. The word is derived from
"mermelo," a quince.
e-'penses to manage our business in ed to $1 in our money. A sumptuous government,
- '-"sir territory. J. E. MeBrady & Co., Christmas dinner could be bought
then for 17 cents.! A dollar went a
long way in those days, but the sal.VANTED FOR U. S. ARMY— aries of professional men and the
'e-bodied unmarried men between wages of laborers seem absurdly
• es of x8 and 35; citizens of United meagre when compared with the best
Ites, of good character and tern- paid ability and skill in these modern
-ite habits, who can speak, read days. The goad old times would prewrite English. For information sent no attractions to those who
!y to Recruiting Officer. New imagine there was a time when labor
was much better rewarded than it is
',mond House, Paducah, Ky.
today. Despite the monopolies and
the trust!, a moderate fortune can be
Expert Accountant.
\rill post, examine, systematize and acquired now more readily than it
4 it books by the day, week or the could in former times. In 1890 a man
who had t2o,000 was accounted rich,
o -4Terms reasonable.
and
such men were very scarce.—PhilJOHN D. SMITH, JR., x18 Fra
•i adelphia Public Ledger.
f• • •;ty building.
•
Ness: York city's first Roman CatlioThe Blue Mountain Forest associa- ' lie church was built in
1786, at Bartion of Newport, N. H.. has shipped clay and Church
streets, where St.
INCORPORATED
a carload of deer tb Pennsylvania. Peter's now stand.
Now there are lin
All the deer were taken from the as- the city 182
Rrs111:1.11 Catholic church
sociation's park.
edifices,
_
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footwear for the entire family. The
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McPherson's
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Books and Music
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FOR THE BEST COAL ON THE MARKET
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